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Abstract:   Understanding  how  Frenkel  excitons  efficiently  split  to  form  free-charges  in             

low-dielectric  constant  organic  semiconductors  has  proven  challenging,  with  many  different            

models  proposed  in  recent  years  to  explain  this  phenomenon.  Here,  we  present  evidence  that  a                 

simple  model  invoking  a  modest  amount  of  charge  delocalization,  a  sum  over  the  available                

microstates,  and  the  Marcus  rate  constant  for  electron  transfer  can  explain  many  seemingly               

contradictory  phenomena  reported  in  the  literature.  We  use  an  electron-accepting fullerene  host             

matrix  dilutely  sensitized  with  a  series  of  electron  donor  molecules  to  test  this  hypothesis.  The                 

donor  series  enables  us  to  tune  the  driving  force  for  photoinduced  electron  transfer  over  a  range                  

of  0.7  eV,  mapping  out  normal,  optimal,  and  inverted  regimes  for  free-charge  generation               

efficiency,  as  measured  by  time-resolved  microwave  conductivity.  However,  the           

photoluminescence  of  the  donor  is  rapidly  quenched  as  the  driving  force  increases,  with  no                

evidence  for  inverted  behavior,  nor  the  linear  relationship  between  photoluminescence  quenching             

and  charge-generation  efficiency  one  would  expect  in  the  absence  of  additional  competing  loss               

pathways.  This  behavior  is  self-consistently  explained  by  competitive  formation  of  bound             

charge-transfer  states  and  long-range  or  delocalized  free-charge  states,  where  both  rate  constants              

are  described  by  the  Marcus  rate  equation.  Moreover,  the  model  predicts  a  suppression  of  the                 

inverted  regime  for  high-concentration  blends  and  efficient  ultrafast  free-charge  generation,            



providing  a  mechanistic  explanation  for  why  Marcus-inverted-behavior  is  rarely  observed  in             

device   studies.   
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Introduction:   

Simple  electrostatic  arguments  suggest  that  it  should  not  be  possible  to  make  an  efficient  photovoltaic                 

device  from  a  material  with  a  dielectric  constant  between  3  and  4.  Yet  single-junction  organic  photovoltaic                  

(OPV)  cells  have  now  exceeded  18%  power  conversion  efficiency,  and  progress  continues  apace. 1  Many                

models  have  been  proposed  to  describe  photoinduced  electron  transfer  (PET)  between  photoexcited  donor               

and  acceptor  species  in  solid-state  organic  systems 2–10  but  a  fully  self-consistent,  experimentally  verifiable               

model  has  proved  elusive.  In  particular,  the  disconnect  between  the  solution-phase  molecular  PET               

community  and  the  OPV  world  remains  large.  The  description  of  electron  transfer  provided  by  Rudolf                 

Marcus  is  the  unquestioned  foundation  of  work  in  the  former  field, 11–13  while  in  the  latter  it  has  often  been                     

ignored  or  even  explicitly  discarded.  It  has  been  argued,  for  instance,  that  the  Marcus  formulation  breaks                  

down  in  OPV  materials  because  of  the  high  density  of  electronic  states  participating  in  electron  transfer  when                   

extended  molecular  aggregates,  such  as  when  fullerene  crystallites  are  present 14  We  seek  to  test  this  idea,                  

exploring  the  limits  of  the  Marcus  rate  equation  (1)  in  describing  electron  transfer  in  the  presence  of  these                    

extended   molecular   aggregates:     
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Here,   ∆G PET  is  the  Gibbs  energy  change  of  the  PET  reaction,   λ  is  the  reorganization  energy  associated  with                    

the  differing  nuclear  geometry  of  reactants  and  products,  and   H DA  is  the  electronic  coupling  (orbital  overlap)                  

between  the  donor  (D)  and  acceptor  (A)  statesThe  distinctive  prediction  of  this  model  is  an  optimal  value  of                    

k PET  where   ∆G  =  - λ .  For  larger  values  of   ∆G  the  reaction  becomes   too  exergonic ,  and  an  “inverted  region”  is                       

predicted   where    k PET    decreases   as    | ∆G |    increases.   

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KusFhP
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?pUUEDt
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We  have  demonstrated  this  “inverted  region”  several  times  using  free-charge  carrier  yield  as  a  proxy                 

for  ,  but  usually  in  systems  with  modest  charge  carrier  mobility,  and  in  particular  without  large   kPET                

fullerene  aggregates  that  might  be  expected  to  introduce  a  wide  manifold  of  charge-transfer  states  that  could                  

lead  to  a  weakening  or  absence  of  rate-constant  /  yield  inversion. 15–17  Here,  we  report  charge  yield  and                   

photoluminescence  quenching  (PLQ)  as  a  function  of  the  driving  force  for  PET  from  a  series  of molecular                  

donors  at  low  concentration  in  a  6,6-phenyl  C 61 -butyric  acid  methyl  ester  (PCBM)  host  matrix.  Despite  the                  

fullerene  host  and  its  anticipated  high  density  of  states,  we  observe  normal,  optimal,  and  inverted  regimes  of                   

free  charge  generation  using  time-resolved  microwave  conductivity  (TRMC).  However,  PLQ  experiments  on              

the  same  samples  reveal  that  the  quenching  efficiency  rises  much  faster  than  the  free  charge  yield,  and                   

quickly  reaches  100%  while  the  free-charge  yield  peaks  at  ~  60%.  Moreover,  there  is  no  “inverted”  regime                   

observed  for  the  PLQ,  which  remains  at  100%  even  for  the  largest  driving  force  (-0.69  eV)  we  were  able  to                      

test.   

These  results  can  be  self-consistently  described  by  a  Distributed  Range  Electron  Transfer  (DRET)               

model  where  localized  charge-transfer  (CT)  states  kinetically  compete  with  free-charge  (FC)  states  for  the                

available  exciton  population.  In  each  case,  the  rate-constant  for  electron  transfer  is  described  by  the  Marcus                  

rate  equation  ( eqn.  1 ),  allowing  for  differing  reorganization  energies  and  driving  forces  for  the  FC  and  CT                   

species.  A  sum  over  the  rate  constants  for  transfer  to  the  available  microstates  for  bound  and  free  charge  pairs                     

over  a  wide  range  of  distances  allows  FC  states  with  larger  electron-hole  separation  distances  to  compete                  

effectively  with  shorter-range,  more  tightly  bound,  CT  states  when   ∆G  is  near  the  optimum  (ca.  -0.4  eV).                    

This  process  is  enabled  by  a  moderately  long-range  electron  transfer  process,  described  by  an  exponentially                 

decaying  electronic  coupling  element  ( H DA )  at  greater  distances.  These  results  unify  our  understanding  of                

electron  transfer  in  both  solution  and  solid-state  systems,  and  the  model  allows  us  to  make  experimentally                  

testable  predictions  concerning  the  sub-gap  FC  and  CT  state  spectra,  the  temperature-dependence  of               

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?zKoDXU


free-charge  generation,  and  the  behavior  of  the  high  concentration  donor/acceptor  blends  used  in  OPV                

devices.  Ultimately  we  predict  that  the  high  density  of  states  available  in  high  concentration  donor:acceptor                 

blends  does  indeed  suppress  the  Marcus  inverted  regime  in  OPV  devices,  but  that  the  Marcus  rate  equation                   

remains   foundational   to   our   understanding   of   electron   transfer   in   these   systems.   

We  first  describe  our  experimental  design  and  results,  demonstrating  the  apparent  discrepancy              

between  photoluminescence  quenching  and  free  charge  yield,  as  well  as  evidence  for  an  inverted  regime  for                  

free  charge  yield  in  our  fullerene  host.  This  is  followed  by  a  detailed  description  of  the  DRET  model,  the                     

predictions   it   makes   possible,   and   comparison   with   relevant   literature.   

  

Results   and   Discussion:   

Testing   eqn.  1  requires  two  things:  (1)  an  experimental  observable  that  is  controlled  by   k PET ,  and  (2)                   

the  ability  to  tune   ∆G  across  a  useful  range.   Figure  1   illustrates  our  approach.  To  satisfy  the  first  criteria  we                      

choose  to  measure  both  photoluminescence  quenching  yield  ( ϕ PLQ )  and  free-charge  carrier  yield  ( ϕ FC )  as  this                 

allows  observation  of  both  the  reactants  (excitons)  and  products  (free  charges)  of  the  reaction.  Each  of  these                   

can   be   connected   to    k PET     via:   

φFC = kPET
k +kr+nr PET

(2)   

 φPLQ = 1  kr+nr
k +kr+nr PET

(3)   

Where   k r+nr  is  the  fluorescence  rate  constant  of  the  reactant  exciton.  We  ensure  that   k PET  is  the                   

controlling  rate  constant  by  eliminating  the  possibility  of  exciton  diffusion  or  energy  transfer  to  a                 

host-centered  excited  state;  we  use  extreme  dilution  (0.005  mol  kg -1 )  of  electron-donating  guest  molecules  in                 

a  solid  solution  of  our  electron  acceptor  (PCBM),  and  choose  donors  (phthalocyanines,  naphthalocyanines,               

and  squaraines,   Figure  1e )  that  cannot  transfer  their  exciton  energy  to  PCBM,  though  energy  transfer  to                  

weakly  absorbing  charge-transfer  states  cannot  be  entirely  ruled  out.   Figure  1a   quantitatively   illustrates  the                



low  concentration  of  donors  in  our  films,  and   1b  contrasts  it  with  a  1:1  mole  fraction  film.  Evidence  for  the                      

isolation  of  our  sensitizers  comes  from  absorption  spectroscopy  ( Figures  1c,  S1 ). Figure  1c  shows,  as                 

examples,  absorption  spectra  of  a  PCBM  film  sensitized  with  a  phthalocyanine  guest  donor  (red),  the  neat                  

PCBM  (brown),  and  the  phthalocyanine  in  polystyrene  and  chlorobenzene  solution  (green  and  black,               

respectively).  The  extensive  red-shifting  and  broadening  typical  of  aggregated  phthalocyanines  is  absent  in               

these  films,  suggesting  that  we  have  indeed  prepared  samples  that  resemble  a  solid  solution  –  it  does  not                   

resemble   the   typical   aggregate   spectra   of   pure   phthalocyanine   films. 18–21   

The  symmetric  broadening  and  slight  red  shift  of  phthalocyanine  spectrum  in  the  PCBM  host  may  be                  

due  to  a  combination  of  effects.  First,  we  note  that  this  phenomenon  is  universal  for  all  our  sensitizers,  even                     

those  (Sq1  and  Sq2)  that  we  will  show  below  not  to  exhibit  strong  PL  quenching  or  free-charge  generation.                    

Raising  the  refractive  index  of  the  medium  (from  ~1.5-1.6  in  solution  or  polystyrene  to  ~1.9-2  in  the  PCBM                    

host 22,23 )  would  be  expected  to  red-shift  even  modestly  dipolar  excited  states,  and  PCBM  doping  has  been                  

shown  to  produce  just  this  effect,  even  at  low  weight  percentages. 24  It  is  also  possible  that  there  are                    

contributions  from  the  often  observed  charge-transfer  absorption  at  the  donor  acceptor  interface. 25–27  The               

latter  effect  is  deemed  to  be  an  unlikely  explanation,  however,  as  CT-absorption  is  usually  confined  to  states                   

far  down  the  absorption  tail  with  oscillator  strengths  at  least  two-orders  of  magnitude  less  than  the  primary                   

excited  state,  and  we  do  not  observe  charge-transfer  emission  bands  in  any  of  our  PL  data,  nor  is  there  any                      

systematic   dependance   of   the   red-shift   or   broadening   on    ∆G ,   as   would   be   expected. 28  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?bOuGdI
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?M1Mdgg
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?ZBa2mv
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?6YTiID
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?OlHLRq


  

  

Figure  1.   a.   Quantitative  illustration  of  a  0.5%  mol-fraction  sensitized  film  with  a  random  distribution  of  donors.  Inset  image  shows                      

a  5  nm  scale  zoomed  in  description  of  the  microstructure  with  isolated  donors  in  the  PCBM  host.   b.   Illustration  of  a  50:50  mole                         

fraction  film.  In  both  cases  the  tan  color  is  used  to  represent  PCBM  while  the  blue  is  the  sensitizer.   c.   Normalized  absorption                        

spectra  of  Pc2  in  1  μM  chlorobenzene  solution  (black),  of  Pc2  as  sensitizer  at  0.005  mol  kg -1  in  polystyrene  (green),  or  PCBM  (red),                         

and  of  neat  PCBM  (brown)  films.   d.   Cyclic  voltammograms  showing  ~1  V  range  in  oxidation  potential  achieved  using  our  series  of                       

donor   molecules.    e.    Molecular   sensitizer   structures   and   abbreviations   used   in   this   work   (see   also    Table   1 ).   

  



The  second  criteria  above,  tuning   ∆G ,  was  accomplished  by  choosing  a  series  of  donor  derivatives                 

with  widely  varying  reversible  oxidation  potentials  (characterized  using  cyclic  voltammetry,   Figure  1d,e ),              

which,  along  with  a  moderate  variation  in  excited-state  energies  ( Figure  S2  and  Table  S1 ),  afford  a  ~0.7  eV                    

range   in    ∆ G    ( Figure   1d,e,   Table   1 ).   

  

Figure  2.   Photoinduced  free  electron  yield  ( ϕ FC   ,  red  markers)  and  PLQ  yield  ( ϕ PLQ,   blue  markers).  Data  points  are  labeled  with                       

their  corresponding  sensitizer  ( Figure  1e  and   Table  1 ).  The  dashed  curves  are  the  result  of  a  global  fit  to  both   ϕ PLQ  and   ϕ FC  using                          

the  DRET  model,  described  by   eqns.  1,6-12 .  Fit  parameters  are  given  in   Table  2 .  Error  bars  are  standard  errors  calculated  from                       

replicate   measurements   as   described   in   the    Experimental .   

  

The  primary  experimental  result  of  this  work  is  shown  in   Figure  2,   which  displays   ϕ FC  measured  by                  

TRMC  and  steady-state  PLQ  yield,   ϕ PLQ ,  as  a  function  of  the  nominal  Gibbs  energy  for  PET  to  a  localized                     

charge-transfer  state,   ∆G CT  (eqn.  5).  Each  data  point  represents  one  of  the  seven  sensitizers  ( Figure  1e  and                   

Table  1 )  at  0.005  mol  kg -1   in  a  host  matrix  of  PCBM.  A  Marcus-like  trend  in   ϕ FC  with  increasing   ∆G CT  is                       

evident,  with  a  distinct  optimum  of  ca.  -0.4  eV  and  a  pronounced  inverted  regime  at   ∆G CT  <  -0.4  eV.  The                      

∆G CT -dependence  of  the   ϕ PLQ ,  on  the  other  hand,  shows  a  rapid  increase  in  quenching  from  ca.  0  −  -0.3  eV,                      

which  then  saturates  at  ~100%.  In  all  cases,  selective  excitation  of  our  red-absorbing  sensitizers  beyond  the                  

absorption   onset   of   PCBM   eliminates   the   possibility   of   exciton   diffusion   and/or   energy-transfer   processes.   



Ordinarily  TRMC  experiments  do  not  directly  provide  the  yield  of  free-charges,  but  rather  the  product                 

of   free-charge   carrier   yield   and   the   sum   of   the   electron   and   hole   mobilities   ( ϕΣμ ) 29,30   

  

μ μφ∑
 

i
μi = φe e + φh h (4)   

  

where   ϕ e  and   µ e  are  the  yield  and  mobility  of  electrons  and   ϕ h  and   µ h   are  the  yield  and  mobility  of  holes,                       

respectively.  Two  aspects  of  our  experimental  design  allow  us  to  assign  the  ordinate  of   Figure  2                  

quantitatively  to   ϕ e  (labeled  as   ϕ FC  for  generality  in  our  DRET  model):  (1)  the  use  of  dilute  (0.005  mol  kg -1 )                      

donor  molecules  in  an  electron  accepting  host  (PCBM)  eliminates  the  hole  mobility  contribution;  and  (2)  the                  

fact  that  the  electron  mobility  at  our  ~9  GHz  microwave  probe  frequency  is  known  from  prior  work  by  both                     

Warman   et   al.   and   Ferguson    ( µ e    =   0.040-0.059   cm 2 V -1 s -1 ). 31,32  

The  driving-force  axis  of   Figure  2 ,   Δ G CT ,  was  created  by  choosing  our  series  of  donor  molecules  with                   

appropriately  varied  oxidation  potentials  and  exciton  energies  ( Table  1 )  to  act  as  guest  sensitizers  in  the                  

PCBM   host   ( Figure   1d   and   1e ).   We   calculate    ∆G CT    according   to:   

  

G  Δ CT = Eox,D  Ered,A  Eex (5)   

  

where   E ox, D   is  the  half-wave  oxidation  potential  of  the  donor,   E red, A  is  the  half-wave  reduction  potential  of  the                    

acceptor,  and   E ex   is  the  energy  of  the  lowest  lying  exciton  in  the  system,  all  expressed  in  electron-volts.  (See                     

Fig.  S2-S4   and  discussion  for  details  on  these  quantities).  We  use  the  subscript  “CT”  to  indicate  that  this  is  a                      

simplified   version   of   the   Gibbs   energy   change   for   PET.   The   full   form   is:   

  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?gDD3lr
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?6WN5Zj


G (D A )  Δ PET = Eox,D  Ered,A  Eex + ΔGS +W
+/  (6)   

  

where  the  two  additional  terms  in   eqn.  6  are  the  Born  correction,   ∆G S 
33  and  the  electrostatic  work  needed                    

to  form  the  product  state,   34  The  former  accounts  for  the  difference  in  dielectric  medium  in       (D A ).  W +/             

which  the  redox  potentials  were  measured  versus  that  in  which  the  PET  reaction  takes  place;  the  latter                  

accounts  for  the  energy  needed  to  separate  the  charges  to  their  final  distance.  It  turns  out  that  if  the  dielectric                      

constants  for  the  CV  measurements  of   and  are  equal  and  much  larger  than  that  pertaining  to  the        Eox,D   Ered,A           

PET  reaction  ( ε A   =   ε D   >>   ε ),  and  the  smallest  available  charge  transfer  distance  (R DA )  is  about  equal  to  the                     

donor   and   acceptor   radii   (i.e.    r D     ≈     r A     ≈     R DA )   these   two   terms   reduce   to:   

  

 (D A )  ΔGS +W
+/  = q2

4πεε0 ( r1  1
r0 )  (7)   

  

Here,   r 0  is  the  initial  radius  of  the  reactant  exciton,   r  is  the  �inal  separation  in  the  product  state,  and                      

ε  is  the  relative  dielectric  constant  in  which  PET  takes  place.  Evidently,  if  the  charge-transfer  product  has  a                    

radius  similar  to  the  initial  excited  state  ( r   ≈   r 0 ),   eqn.  7   vanishes,  reducing   eqn.  6  back  to   eqn.  5.   Another                        

way  of  interpreting  this  statement  is  that  the  most  localized  product  species  (CT  state)  has  the  same                   

electrostatic  binding  energy  as  the  reactant  exciton.  Thus  our  assignment  of   eqn.  5:  it  expresses  the  Gibbs                   

energy  change  with  respect  to  the  nearest-neighbor  CT  state.  In  what  follows  we  consistently  use  to                 GΔ CT  

characterize  the  “driving  force”  for  electron  transfer,  as  it  is  a  convenient  quantity  based  on  solid                  

experimental   data.   However,    eqns.     6    and    7    are   ultimately   vital   in   the   full   analysis   of   our   data.   

  

Table  1. Tabulated  average   E ox,D  and   E ex  for  all  sensitizers  and   ∆G CT  for  each  sensitizer:PCBM  pair  using  measured   E red,A  of  -1.07  V                        

for  PCBM.  All  redox  potentials  are  vs.  Fc/Fc + .  The  error  associated  with  the  driving  force  is  propagated  from  the  averaged                      

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Zppr2r
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Jez4VW


oxidation  and  reduction  potentials.  All  CV  scans  are  shown  in   Figure  S4 .   E ex  values  are  from  spectra  in   Figure  S2 .  *Assuming  a                        

one-electron   redox   reaction,   these   half-wave   potentials   can   be   expressed   in   units   of   eV   instead   of   V.   

  

Taken  by  itself,  the  trend  in   ϕ FC  as  a  function  of  driving  force  in   Figure  2  may  be  readily  explained  by                       

the  Marcus  formulation  for  the  rate  constant  of  PET  ( k PET ,   eqn.  1 )  if  one  makes  the  assumption  that  the  only                      

rate-constant  in  the  system  that  changes  as  a  function  of  driving  force  is   k PET ,  as  was  done  in   eqn.  2 .                      

However,  the  trend  in   ϕ PLQ  observed  in   Figure  2  appears  to  contradict  this  simple  hypothesis.   ϕ PLQ  increases                   

rapidly  with   Δ G CT ,  and  there  is  no  evidence  of  an  inverted  regime.  Furthermore,  we  observe  a  maximum   ϕ FC  at                     

the  optimum  (ca.  0.3-0.4  eV)  of  only  ~60%,  which  is  considerably  lower  than   ϕ PLQ ,  and  lower  than  one  would                     

expect  assuming  values  of   k PET  ~10 12  s -1  typically  reported  in  OPV  materials  and  observed  in  our  TA                   

experiments  (see   SI  Figures  S7-15 ).  We  can  mostly  rule  out  the  possibility  that  the  low  apparent  yield  of                   

charges  is  simply  due  to  an  incorrect  mobility  value,  as  the ϕ FC  curve  remains  reasonably  bell-shaped  without                   

the  flat-top  one  would  expect  if  the  free-carrier  yield  approached  100%  over  any  considerable  range  (see                  

Figure  4b  for  an  example).  Similarly,  the  low  free-charge  yield  and  quenching  efficiency  cannot  be                 

accounted  for  by  heterogeneity  in  the  samples,  where  some  sensitizers  undergo  ultrafast  PET  while  others  do                  

not.  Such  a  model  would  also  predict  a  broad  flat-topped  shape  in   ϕ FC  vs.   ∆ G CT  and  would  not  explain  why                      

ϕ PLQ    =   100%   across   such   a   broad   range.   

Sensitizer    *  Eex  
(eV)   

 *  Eox,D  
(eV)   

(eV)  GΔ CT  

Sq1   1.64   0.56   -0.01   ±   0.03   

Sq2   1.24   0.12   -0.05   ±   0.05   
Nc1   1.58   0.22   -0.29   ±   0.01   

Pc2   1.62   0.13   -0.42   ±   0.03   

Nc2   1.39   -0.16   -0.48   ±   0.03   
Pc1   1.59   -0.06   -0.58   ±   0.03   

Pc3   1.60   -0.16   -0.69   ±   0.02   



We  posit  that  the  conflict  observed  above  between  the  TRMC,  PL,  and  TA  measurements  may  be                  

most  simply  explained  through  a   competition  between  free-charge  (FC),  and  localized  charge-transfer  (CT)               

states,  partitioning   k PET  into  two  components:   k PET  =   k FC  +   k CT ,  where  CT  states  are  a  loss  pathway,   not  an                      

intermediate  leading  to  FC.   Figure  3a  conceptually  illustrates  this  kinetic  scheme  with  both  the  electrostatic                 

potential  and  the  Gibbs  energy  curve  accounting  for  configurational  entropy  of  the  continuum  of  FC  and  CT                   

states   plotted.     

  

Figure  3.  a.  Proposed  kinetic  model  showing  competing  processes  of  charge  transfer  to  localized  CT  states  vs.  FC  states.  The                       

black  trace  is  the  coulomb  work  term  from   eqn.  6  as  a  function  of  the  separation  distance  between  the  electron  and  hole,   r .  The  blue                           

trace  is  a  Gibbs  energy  curve  including  an  entropic  correction  accounting  for  the  number  of  sites  available  for  charge  transfer  using                       

eqn.  11.   The  distinction  between  FC  and  CT  states  is  defined  by  the  point  at  which  the  Gibbs  energy  curve  is  within  1   k B T  of  its                            

peak  value,  denoted   r c .  The  kinetic  process  is  as  follows:  1.  Selective  photoexcitation  of  the  sensitizer  (donor),  2.  Exciton                     

dissociation  into  either  FC  or  CT  states  with  rate  constants   k FC   and   k CT ,  3.  ultimate  recombination  of  FC  states  via  the  bimolecular                        

rate-constant   γ r .   Both  the  exciton  and  the  CT  states  may  decay  directly  to  the  ground-state.   b.   Illustration  of  the  spherical  shells  of                        

acceptor  sites  (grey)  available  to  participate  in  electron  transfer  at  any  given  radius,   r ,  from  the  donor  (blue);  calculated  according                      



to   eqn.  11 .   c.   A  microscopic  cartoon  depicting  the  influence  of  entropy  after  electron  transfer,  where  there  are  more  pathways  that                       

lead   to   separation   (yellow)   than   those   that   lead   to   recombination   or   CT   state   formation   (red).   

  

Upon  photoexcitation  a  singlet  exciton  (S 1 )  is  formed  on  the  donating  sensitizer,  and  PET  takes  place  across  a                    

wide  distribution  of  distances,  which  we  partition  into  FC  states  forming  with  the  cumulative  rate  constant                  

k FC ,  or  CT  states  forming  with  cumulative  rate  constant   k CT .  The  latter  may  decay  to  the  ground  state  but  do                      

not  dissociate  to  form  free-charges  due  to  their  binding  energy.  Mobile  charges  in  FC  states  may  recombine                   

with  bimolecular  rate  constant  ( γ r )  through  the  localized  CT  states.  The  proposal  of  a  delocalized                 

charge-separated  transition  state,  CS #  ,  intermediate  between  the  exciton  and  CT  or  FC  states  is  not  required                   

by  our  present  data,  but  it  is  consistent  with  the  need  for  coupled  donor  or  acceptor  aggregates  to  produce                     

free-charges. 16,24–26  Whether  this  state  is  real  or  representative  of  a  tunneling  probability  or  wavefunction                

overlap   between   the   donor   and   a   distant   acceptor   is   a   matter   of   interpretation.     

The  kinetic  scheme  described  above  forms  the  basis  of  the  analytical  model  with  which  we  globally  fit                   

our   ϕ PLQ  and   ϕ FC  curves  in   Figure  2 .  We  refer  to  it  as  the  Distributed  Range  Electron  Transfer  (DRET)  model,                      

as  its  key  characteristic  is  a  wide  distribution  in  the  range  of  PET  and  kinetic  competition  between  free  and                     

trapped   states.   

 Our  derivation  begins  by  re-defining  FC  and  PLQ  yields  as  a  function  of  the  partitioned  rate                   

constants,    k FC ,   and    k CT :   

  

φFC = kFC
k +k +kr+nr FC CT

(8)   

  

 φPLQ = 1  kr+nr
k +k +kr+nr FC CT

(9)   

  



 As  the  distinction  between  FC  and  CT  states  is  purely  one  of  charge-separation  distance  ( r )  within  a                    

continuous  distribution,  the  full  form  of  the  Gibbs  energy  change  for  PET  in   eqn.  6-7   combined  with  the                    

Marcus  rate  equation  ( eqn.  1 )  can  be  used  to  describe  this  competition  quantitatively,  as  different  separation                  

distances  imply  a  different  Gibbs  energy  change,  and  thus  different  rate  constants.  All  that  remains  is  to                   

define  the  critical  radius  at  which  we  partition  this  continuous  distribution  of  states  into  “FC”  and  “CT”                   

species,   r c ;  a  suitable  probability  distribution,   P(r) ,  that  describes  the  likelihood  of  an  electron  tunneling  any                  

given  distance,   r ,  from  the  donor;  and  a  description  of  the  number  of  microstates  available  for  charge-transfer                   

as  a  function  of  distance,   Ω (r) .  The  product  of  these  components  is  integrated  over   r  in  order  to  appropriately                     

partition    k PET :   

(r)Ω(r) P rkCT =∫
rc

r0
kPET (r) d (9)   

               (r)Ω(r) P rkFC =∫
∞

rc
kPET (r) d (10)   

Recent  literature  has  extensively  discussed  the  potential  role  of  configurational  entropy  ( S  =               

- k B ln[ Ω (r) ] ), 8,9,35–37  disorder, 2,6,9  and  charge-transfer  state  delocalization 2,38–40  (related  to   P(r) )  in            

understanding  charge  separation  in  OPV  materials.  These  studies  guide  our  choice  of   r c ,  the  form  of   Ω (r) ,                   

and   that   of    P(r) ,   drawing   particular   inspiration   from   the   work   of   Ratner, 11    Gregg, 8    Kassal. 9    and   Troisi. 7     

Our  experiments  yield  a  particularly  simple  form  for   Ω (r) :  isolated  donor  molecules  in  an  electron                 

accepting  host.  The  hole  is  fixed  in  space  on  the  isolated  donor,  and  a  spherical  shell  of  acceptor  molecules  is                      

available   to   accept   an   electron   at   any   given   radius   as   illustrated   in    Figure   3b ,   thus:  

  

 π ξΩ (r) = 3
4

a3
(r+a) r( 3 3)  (11)   
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Where   a  =  1  nm  is  the  diameter  of  each  site  available  to  accept  a  charge  and   is  the  maximum  possible                   ξ     

packing  ef�iciency  of  spheres  (0.74) .  Numerically,  a  floor  function  is  applied  such  that  ( eqn.  11 )  will  always                   

provide  a  conservative  integer  number  of  available  sites.  This  equation  allows  us  to  calculate  the  entropic                  

contribution  to  the  energy  surface  for  charge  separation,  and  predict  spontaneity,  as  shown  in   Figure  3a                  

assuming   T  =  300  K  (blue  trace).  We  choose  the  critical  radius,   r c   ,  to  be  the  point  within  1   k B T  of  the  peak  of                           

this  Gibbs  energy  curve,  which  comes  out  to  be   r c   =  3.88  nm  under  these  conditions.  This  number                    

corresponds  closely  both  with  experimentally  determined  initial  electron-hole  distance  distributions  in            

efficient  OPV  materials, 41,42  and  with  the  initial  CT-distance  needed  to  avoid  geminate  recombination  in  3D                 

Monte  Carlo  models 3  in  the  absence  of  large  disorder  or  delocalization  effects. 2  Notably,  our  choice  of   r c  as                    

being  slightly  below  the  peak  of  the  Gibbs  energy  curve  (blue)  in   Figure  3a  is  an  implicit  acknowledgement                    

that  a  modest  amount  of  disorder  and/or  delocalization  will  exist  in  our  samples,  and  is  likely  to  aid  in                     

dissociation  of  charges, 2,9  though  we  do  not  include  either  explicitly  in  our  model.  Finally,  we  define   P(r)  as                    

a  peak-normalized  exponential  distribution,  in  accordance  with  long  observed  trends  in  distance-dependence              

of   electron   transfer:    7,11   

r  P (r) d =  {r ≤ r  :10

r > r : e0
β rr( 0 )} (12)   

where    β    is   the   attenuation   constant   for   long-range   ET,   and   is   as   previously   defined.   r0  

Eqns.  1,6–12  constitute  a  complete  analytical  model  with  which  we  globally  fit  our   ϕ PLQ  and   ϕ FC  data                   

in   Figure  2   (global  fit  procedure  in  the   SI ).  The  resulting  fit  parameters  along  with  associated  uncertainties                   

from  the  orthogonal  distance  regression  we  used  are  shown  in   Table  2 .  The  only  free  fit  parameters  are   ,   λ FC                    β   

,  and   λ CT   ,  and   .  The  fluorescence  rate  constant  ( k r+nr )  was  held  constant  at  the  average  value  we  obtained       HDA                

from  time-resolved  PL  measurements  ( Figure  S16 )  conducted  on  each  sensitizer;   r C  was  assigned  as  3.88  nm                  

as   described   above.     
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Table  2.  Parameter  values  from  global  fit  of   ϕ FC  and   ϕ PLQ  data  using  the  DRET  model  and  fits  shown  in   Figure  2 .  Reported  errors                          

associated  with  each  parameter  value  are  the  standard  deviation  of  the  mean  from  the  orthogonal  distance  regression  procedure  used                     

to  consider  the  standard  errors  in  driving  force,  yield,  and  PLQ  equally.  Standard  errors  in  this  manuscript  are  described  in                      

Experimental .   

  

The  fits  we  obtain  to   ϕ FC ,  and   ϕ PLQ  are  both  quite  good.  In  particular,  the  DRET  model  successfully                    

captures  the  divergence  between   ϕ PLQ  and   ϕ FC  observed  in   Figure  2 .  A  key  feature  that  makes  this  possible  is                     

that  we  allow  the  FC  and  CT  states  to  take  on  different  reorganization  energies.  While  there  is  no  quantitative                     

physical  basis  for  this  assumption,  we  suggest  that  it  may  be  connected  with  localization  of  these  states.  The                    

far  more  localized  CT  states  present  a  larger,  more  polarizing  electric  field  to  the  local  environment.                  

Similarly,  a  more  localized  anion  will  experience  greater  intra-molecular  bond  distortions  than  one  that  shares                 

the  electron  among  several  molecules.  Both  of  these  effects  may  contribute  to  the  differing  reorganization                 

energies  that  the  model  allows,  though  we  note  that  having  artificially  partitioned  a  continuum  of  states  into                   

the  binary  pair  “FC”  and  “CT”,  these  reorganization  energies  can  only  represent  the  average  value  associated                  

with  these  categories.  Strikingly,  the  values  of   and   that  emerge  from  the  fit  are  exactly  in  the  range         β  HDA           

predicted  by  Troisi, 7  and  the  former  is  well  within  previous  experimental  measurements  for  conjugated                

“bridge”   molecules. 43   

We  tested  the  unique  ability  of  the  DRET  model  to  explain  our  data  by  comparing  it  to  an  equivalent                     

formulation  that  treats  nearest-neighbor  CT  states  as  the   intermediate  between  the  exciton  and  the  FC  states.                  

Fit   parameter   Value   
   (eV)  λFC  0.25   ±   0.06   

   (eV)  λCT  1.3   ±   0.5   

   (Å -1 )  β  0.29   ±   0.2   

   (s -1 )  kr+nr  7.3   X   10 8    (held)   
    

   (meV)  HDA  2.3   ±   6   
    

   (nm)  rC  3.88   (held)   
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This  sequential  model  cannot  fit  our  data  well.  In  particular,  such  a  model  cannot  reproduce  the  divergence                   

between  PL  quenching  and  free  charge  yield  (see   Figure  S19 ).  However,  it  must  be  admitted  that  just  the                    

right  systematic  error  in  our  charge  yield  measurements  in  just  the  right  direction  could  lead  to  an  adequate  fit                     

using  both  models.  In  addition,  alternative  interpretations  to  the  long-range  PET  we  observe  may  exist,                 

including  energy  transfer  from  the  exciton  to  an  optically-active  band  of  CT  and  FC  states  commonly                  

observed  in  similar  donor:acceptor  blends. 25–27  Another  possible  explanation  for  the  divergence  between   ϕ PLQ               

and   ϕ FC  could  be  a  fast  internal  conversion  pathway  that  competes  with  PET  via  partial-CT  states,  which  may                    

exist  in  sensitized  PCBM  films  but  not  for  isolated  donor  molecules  in  the  inert  polystyrene  matrix  used  for                    

our  control  samples.  At  present,  however,  the  DRET  model  remains  the  simplest  and  most  self-consistent  way                  

to  explain  our  data,  and  only  future  experiments  testing  its  predictions  will  serve  to  distinguish  these                  

competing   possibilities   with   greater   certainty.   

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?F7TsAT


  

Figure  4.   a.  PET  rate  constant  as  a  function  of   ∆G CT   as  is  predicted  by  the  DRET  model  ( eqns.  1,6-12 )  using  the  fit  parameters  in                           

Table  2 . b.   FC  yield  ( ϕ FC )  as  a  function  of   ∆G CT  for  the  sensitized  system  studied  in  this  work  (red)  and  that  of  a  predicted  blend                            

system  as  in  Hood  et  al.  (blue),  which  modifies  the  entropy  through  an  increase  in  the  number  of  available  sites  due  to  large                         

aggregates   of   both   donor   and   acceptor,   rather   than   an   isolated   donor   molecule   in   an   accepting   host. 27   

  

Comparing  the  values  of   k CT  and   k FC  predicted  by  the  DRET  model  as  a  function  of   ∆G CT  provides                    

insight  into  how  it  is  able  to  reproduce  our  experimental  observations  in   Figure  2.   Figure  4a  shows  these                    

individual  rate  constants  calculated  as  a  function  of   ∆G CT  for  the  same  fit  parameters  as  in   Table  2 .  Here,   k FC                      

is  observed  to  be  sharply  peaked  while   k CT  continues  to  increase  across  this  range  of   ∆G CT  due  to  the                     

difference  in  reorganization  energy  of  the  two  species  (0.25  vs  1.3  eV,  respectively).  Thus,  the  observed                  



“inverted  region”  in  our  FC  yield,  and  the  lack  of  one  in  the  PLQ  yield  is  explained:  the  high  reorganization                      

energy  for  the  CT  state,  combined  with  the  distance-dependence  of   ∆G PET  in   eqn.  6 ,  allows   k CT   to  out-compete                    

k FC  at  low  driving  force   and  at  high  driving  force.  Only  in  the  intermediate  regime  does   k FC   win  out,  leading  to                       

a  maximum  FC  yield  around  -0.4  eV  despite  a  reorganization  energy  of  0.25  eV.  Notably,  the  overall  rate                    

constant  for  charge  transfer  (black  curve)  is  ultrafast,  as  we  observe  in  TA,  and  consistent  with  the  literature.                    

For  any  value  of   ∆G CT  exceeding  -0.3  eV  the  rate  constant  is  10 11  s -1  or  greater  and  exceeds  10 12  s -1  for  the  -0.6                         

eV  driving  force  typical  of  the  polymer:fullerene  solar  cells  where  subpicosecond  charge  separation  is  nearly                 

universally  observed.  However,  we  do  not  attribute  great  significance  to  the  absolute  values  of  these  rate                  

constants,  as  they  scale  with  the  square  of   H DA ,  the  value  of  which  is  pinned  in  our  experiments  by  just  a  few                        

data   points   in   the   onset   of   the   PL   quenching   curve.   

Up  to  this  point,  we  have  shown  that  a  relatively  simple  model  based  on  the  Marcus  rate  equation                    

( eqn.  1 )  can  explain  our  experimental  data  if  localized  CT  states   compete  with  free-charge  generation  rather                  

than  being  the   intermediate  between  excitons  and  free  charges,  as  is  most  often  assumed.  Here,  we                  

qualitatively  reconcile  these  results  with  a  broad  spectrum  of  literature,  showing  that  our  model  predictions                 

are   consistent   with   previous   observations,   not   just   our   own   experimental   data.   

 The  first  key  question:  why  do  TRMC  and  other  experiments  on  sensitized  films  so  frequently  result                   

in  inverted  free-carrier  yields  and  relatively  low  peak  yields, 15–17,44  whilst  inverted  behavior  has  only  rarely                 

been  observed  in  organic  photovoltaic  devices, 45–47  and  free  charge  yield  is  often  close  to  100%?  We  posit                   

that  the  difference  lies  in  the  number  of  microstates  available  to  charge-separated  species  in                

high-concentration  blends.  Hood  et  al.  have  pointed  out  that  the  number  of  microstates  is  much  higher  for  a                    

quasi-planar  interface  between  aggregated  donors  and  acceptors  than  for  an  isolated  donor  in  an  accepting                 

host. 9 Figure  4b  shows  a  comparison  between  our  model,  and  an  implementation  that  substitutes  Hood’s                 

formulation  for  the  number  of  microstates  available  in  a  high-concentration  blend.  In  each  case  we  use  the                   
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same  model  parameters  as  in   Table  2  but  applied  to  these  two  different  microenvironments.  The  red  trace  is                    

the  FC  yield  from  an  isolated  donor  in  a  homogenous  mixture  of  acceptors,  identical  to  our  sensitized  PCBM                    

films,  while  the  blue  trace  is  for  a  planar  interface  between  aggregated  donors  and  acceptors.  In  the  sensitized                    

environment,  the  peak  yield  is  ~60%  and  includes  both  a  slow  turn-on  in  the  normal  region  and  slow  turn-off                     

in  the  inverted  region,  just  as  in  our  data.  However,  in  the  blend  environment,  the  free-charge  yield                   

approaches  100%,  producing  a  wide  flat  peak  with  rapid  turn-on  and  turn-off  in  the  normal  and  inverted                   

regions.  The  latter  does  not  begin  in  earnest  until   ∆G CT   <  -0.7  eV.  We  speculate  that  this  behavior  makes                     

observation  of  an  inverted  region  substantially  more  difficult  in  device  studies,  as  much  larger  driving  forces                  

are  required  before  it  becomes  evident.  This  is  qualitatively  consistent  with  the  observations  of  Nakano  et  al.,                   

where  a  flat-topped  curve  was  observed  in  photovoltaic  devices  and  extremely  exergonic  reactions  were                

required   to   observe   inverted   behavior. 45   

The  second  question  concerns  the  nature  and  origin  of  the  sub-gap  “CT-state  spectra”  that  have  been                  

widely  observed  in  OPV  materials. 25–27  These  data  form  the  foundation  from  which  localized  CT-states  were                

assigned  as  the  intermediate  between  excitons  and  free  charges,  and  have  been  broadly  used  as  a  method  of                    

characterizing  the  driving-force  for  PET. 28,48  Intriguingly,  very  similar  “CT-state”  spectra  are  predicted  by  our                

DRET  model.  Given  that   is  an  orbital  overlap  integral  between  the  donor  and  the  acceptor  and      HDA             P (r)

describes  its  attenuation  as  a  function  of  distance,  it  seems  reasonable  to  use  these  to  estimate  the  relative                    

oscillator  strength  of  CT  states  as  a  function  of  distance  (where  “CT”  here  is  used  broadly  to  encompass  all                     

charge  transfer  distances),  noting  that  optically-excited  long-range  electron  transfer  is  known  to  occur, 49  and                

much  more  sophisticated  calculations  have  already  predicted  its  potential  importance  in  OPV  materials. 50               

Combined  with  the  number  of  microstates,  ,  and  the  energy  of  those  states  with  respect  to  the  initial        Ω(r)             

exciton,  ,  it  is  possible  to  calculate  CT-state  spectra  for  both  isolated  donors  and  planar  interfaces   G (r)Δ PET                

using  our  DRET  model,  as  shown  in   Figure  S18 .  In  the  latter  case  the  vast  majority  of  these  states  have  radii                       
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exceeding  and  can  thus  be  characterized  as  FC  states  that  would  give  rise  to  exactly  the  same  sort  of  ,rc                     

efficient   sub-gap   carrier   generation   that   is   commonly   observed. 27,51     

Finally,  we  address  the  temperature-dependence  of  free-charge  generation.  An  attentive  reader  will              

have  noted  that  our  model  is  likely  to  predict  a  strong  temperature  dependence:   ,  and  more  importantly               kPET     

the  value  of  ,  are  both  explicitly  temperature-dependent.  This  turns  out  to  be  true  for  isolated  donors  in  an      rc                 

accepting  host  ( Figure  S17a ).  However,  the  DRET  model  predicts  that  for  blends  the               

temperature-dependence  of  free-charge  generation  will  actually  be  quite  weak  down  to  ~150  K,  consistent                

with  previous  experiments. 52,53  At  lower  temperatures,  however,  the  free-charge  yield  is  predicted  to  decline                

precipitously  ( Figure  S17b ).  This  may  be  due  in  part  to  our  use  of  the  simplest  form  of  the  Marcus  rate                      

equation,  without  the  quantum-mechanical  corrections  that  capture  the  existence  of  zero-point  vibrational              

energy   and   tunneling   through   the   barrier. 11   

  

Conclusions:   

We  have  demonstrated  that  the  yield  of  free  charges  from  PET  in  electron  donor-sensitized  PCBM  films  is                   

dependent  upon  the  driving  force,  exhibiting  clear  inverted  behavior  even  in  the  presence  of  extended                 

fullerene  aggregates  –  consistent  with  an  electron-transfer  model  based  on  the  Marcus  rate  equation  for  PET.                  

However,  excitations  are  quenched  much  more  efficiently  than  would  be  expected  based  on  the  free-charge                

yield  with  no  complementary  inverted  region.  These  results  are  self-consistently  explained  by  a  Distributed                

Range  Electron  Transfer  (DRET)  model  that  describes  free-charge  generation  as  a   competition  between  the                

formation  of  short-range  charge-transfer  states  and  long-range  free-charge  states,  each  separately  described              

using  the  Marcus  rate  equation.  An  equivalent  model  that  employs  the  nearest-neighbor  CT  states  as  the                  

intermediate   between  excitons  and  free  charges  cannot  fit  our  data.  Moreover,  the  model  accurately  predicts                 

the  electron-transfer  behavior  of  both  dilutely  sensitized  and  device-relevant  concentration  regimes  through  a               

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?PcPr6U
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?clAGOl
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?3GLbBV


simple  change  in  how  the  number  of  available  microstates  for  charge  transfer  is  calculated,  including  the                  

existence  of  sub-gap  CT-state  spectra  and  the  temperature-dependence  of  free  charge  generation.  Future  work                

will  explore  this  model  in  more  detail,  both  the  temperature  dependence  it  predicts,  and  the  donor                  

concentration-dependence.  These  observations  suggest  a  future  unification  of  electron  transfer  theory  in              

solution  and  solid-phase  systems  that  will  materially  aid  the  advancement  of  science  and  technology  based  on                  

electron-transfer   reactions   in   molecular   systems.   

  

Experimental   Methods:   

  

Film  Fabrication:   Phenyl  C 61  butyric  acid  methyl  ester  (PCBM)  was  acquired  from  Nano-C  at  99.9%  purity                  

and  used  as  received.  1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxy-29 H ,31 H -phthalocyanine  (Pc1),  zinc         

1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxy  phthalocyanine  (Pc3),     

5,9,14,18,23,27,32,36-octabutoxy-2,3-naphthalocyanine  (Nc2),  and     

2,4-bis[4-(N,N-diphenylamino)-2,6-dihydroxyphenyl]  cyclobutene-diylium-1,3-bis(olate)  (Sq1)  were  all       

acquired  from  Sigma-Aldrich  at  >95%  purity  and  used  as  received.  Silicon             

1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxyphthalocyanine  triethylsiloxide  hydroxide  (Pc2)  is  from  ref.  [ 40 ]  and  used  as             

synthesized.  Silicon  2,3-naphthalocyanine  bis(trihexylsilyloxide)  (Nc2)  was  acquired  from  Alfa  Chemistry  at             

98%  purity  and  used  as  acquired.        

2,4-bis(1-butyl-6,8-dimesitylbenzo[cd]indol-2(1H)-ylidene)methyl)cyclobutene-diylium-1,3-bis(olate)  (Sq2)    

was  synthesized  for  this  study  and  used  as  synthesized.  This  synthesis  is  given  in  the   Supporting                  

Information .   

Sample  films  were  fabricated  by  ultrasonic  spray-coating  host-sensitizer  solutions  onto  25  x  11  mm 2                

quartz  substrates  cleaned  with  acetone  sonication  for  10  min  and  10  min  of  UV-ozone  treatment.  Stock                  

solutions  were  prepared  by  dissolving  each  sensitizer  in  chlorobenzene  at  1  mg/mL,  except  for  Pc3  which                  



was  dissolved  in  pyridine  at  1  mg/mL.  PCBM  and  PS  solutions  were  dissolved  in  chlorobenzene  at  30                   

mg/mL.  Host-sensitizer  solution  mixtures  were  made  by  mixing  sensitizer  solution  with  PCBM  or  PS  host                 

solution  at  0.005  mol  kg -1  for  a  total  volume  of  1  mL.  All  films  were  spray  coated  in  a  nitrogen  glovebox  (<1                        

ppm  O 2 ).  Spraying  was  accomplished  by  rastering  the  sample  stage  beneath  the  ultrasonic  spray  nozzle  to                  

coat  a  50  x  60  mm 2  area  containing  three  25  x  11  mm 2  quartz  substrates  for  making  samples  in  triplicate                      

under  the  same  conditions.  Atomized  solution  was  delivered  to  the  sample  at  a  rate  of  0.4  mL/min  using  a                     

syringe  pump  and  air-shaping  was  applied  with  a  6  L/min  nitrogen  stream  to  achieve  fan-like  jets  for  uniform                    

spraying.  The  sample  stage  was  heated  to  100  °C  to  facilitate  evaporation  of  high  boiling  solvents.  Nozzle  to                    

substrate  height  was  ca.  50  mm.  5  coats  (repetitions  of  the  raster  routine)  were  done  to  achieve  films  ca.  1  µm                       

in   thickness.   PS   and   PCBM   host   films   are   made   from   the   same   spray   coating   parameters.   

  

Absorption     Measurements:    Optical   absorption   is   characterized   using   a   Varian   Cary   5000   UV-Visible   

spectrophotometer   with   the   Diffuse   Reflectance   Accessory   (DRA)   and   an   angled   center   mount.   Spectra   are   

collected   in   the   transmittance   configuration,   but   because   we   collect   with   the   center   mount   in   the   DRA,   it   is   

effectively   a   transreflectance   (%TR)   spectrum,   as   both   the   reflectance   (%R)   and   transmittance   (%T)   are   

collected   simultaneously.   Excitation   of   the   sample   is   with   the   full   beam   size   which   is   centered   on   the   film   at   

an   angle   of   incidence   at   20°.   The   resolution   of   the   instrument   is   1   nm   with   grating   changeovers   at   800   nm   and   

350   nm.   A   baseline   is   collected   by   inserting   a   blank,   cleaned   quartz   substrate   into   the   center   mount   of   the   

DRA   under   the   same   collection   settings.   Both   a   100%   transreflectance   and   a   0%   transflectance,   where   the   

beam   is   blocked,   is   collected   to   baseline   the   instrument   before   collection.   Absorptance   (%A)   is   then   

calculated   from   the   resulting   spectrum   by   %A   =   100%   -   %TR.   

  

Photoluminescence   spectroscopy   and   PL   quenching:    Photoluminescence   spectra   were   collected   using   a   

custom-built   Princeton   Instruments   spectrometer.   A   liquid   nitrogen-cooled,   front-illuminated   Si   CCD   



(PyLoN)   was   used   for   collecting   visible-NIR   spectra   (425-900   nm)   and   a   1D   liquid-nitrogen   cooled   InGaAs   

array   (PyLoN-IR)   was   used   for   SWIR   measurements   (850-1550   nm).   Vis-NIR   spectra   were   intensity   

calibrated   using   an   IntelliCal   USB-LSVN   (9000-410)   calibration   lamp.   SWIR   spectra   were   calibrated   using   a   

SWIR   quartz   tungsten   halogen   lamp   from   Princeton   Instruments.   Dual   monochromators   (HRS   500)   were   

used   to   achieve   pseudo-monochromatic   excitation   from   an   Energetiq   EQ99x   laser   driven   light   source,   with   

typical   FWHM   bandwidths   ~16   nm   using   a   1200   g/mm,   750   nm   blaze   grating.   A   single   monochromator   was   

used   for   detection   (Princeton   HRS-300)   with   1200   g/mm   (500   nm   blaze)   and   150   g/mm   (800   nm   blaze)   

gratings   used   for   measuring   vis-NIR   and   SWIR   spectra,   respectively.   Typical   exposures   were   0.5-1   s   with   

0.25-1   mm   detection   slit   widths.   PL   spectra   for   each   sensitizer:PS   film   were   excited   at   380   nm.   PL   quenching   

experiments   were   accomplished   by   measuring   PL   of   selectively   excited   sensitizers   in   inert   polystyrene   

control   samples   and   PCBM   under   identical   conditions.   PL   quenching   experiments   were   conducted   by   

exciting   the   sensitizer:PCBM   films   at   the   same   wavelengths   used   in   the   TRMC/TA   experiments   as   denoted   in   

Figure   S1 .   Three   spots   were   measured   on   each   film   to   obtain   an   average   PL   spectrum   such   that   an   average   

quenching   ratio   can   be   calculated.     As   shown   in    eqn.   S1 ,   the   integrated   counts   for   each   spectrum   were   

normalized   by   %A   at   the   excitation   wavelength   ( λ ex )   and   the   ratio   of   %A-normalized,   integrated   counts   

between   sensitizer:PS   and   sensitizer:PCBM   films   was   used   to   calculate   quenching.   In   practice,   counts   were   

divided   by   the   power   absorbed   (counts/W   absorbed)   to   account   for   power   fluctuations.   

  

LQ ratio 1 PL A ) (PL A )  P =    ( PCBM / PCBM / PS/ PS  (M1)   

  

Cyclic  Voltammetry  (CV) :  CV  measurements  were  done  in  triplicate  for  each  sensitizer  and  the  PCBM                 

against  the  Fc/Fc +  standard  reference  in  an  inert  glovebox  environment  (<1  ppm  O 2 ).  Experiments  were                 

performed  on  solutions  of  the  sensitizer  and  PCBM  in  a  4:1  v/v  ratio  of  dichlorobenzene  to  acetonitrile                   

(Sigma-Aldrich  99.9%  anhydrous  grade)  with  0.1  M  Bu 4 N + PF 6 
-  (Sigma-Aldrich  >99%  electrochemical  grade)              



in  order  to  make  sure  that  both  the  electrolyte  and  the  analyte  were  dissolved  entirely.  Electrochemistry                  

Power  Suite  software  was  used  to  control  equipment  and  execute  scans.  Three  cyclic  scans  were  done  prior  to                    

each  cyclic  voltammogram  collection  to  ensure  analyte  equilibration  with  electrode  surfaces.  Scan  rates               

varied  from  100-200  mV/s  and  each  solution  was  scanned  in  both  directions  to  ensure  symmetry  and                  

reversibility.  A  “compact  voltammetry  cell  research  kit”  (Pine  product  #  AKSPEKIT)  was  used  to  ensure  the                  

best  repeatability  of  electrode  placement  from  sample  to  sample.  The  cell  includes  a  screen-printed  three                 

electrode  system  with  a  2mm  Pt  working  electrode,  a  Pt  counter  electrode,  and  a  silver  wire  pseudo-reference                   

electrode.  The  electrodes  and  silver  wire  are  rinsed  and  sanded  between  each  measurement  to  prevent  any                  

contamination.  Following  scans,  the  E 1/2  of  the  first  oxidation  potential  for  the  sensitizer  is  used  to                  

approximate  the  energy  level  of  the  donor  and  the  E 1/2  of  the  first  reduction  for  the  PCBM  is  used  to                      

approximate  the  energy  level  of  the  acceptor,  both  with  reference  to  the  Fc/Fc +  standard  E 1/2.  This  procedure  is                    

inspired  by  work  from  Larson  et  al. 41  While  CV  measurements  are  not  entirely  indicative  of  the  solid-state                  

energetics  for  these  sensitizers,  we  argue  that  the  solution-like  nature  of  the  sensitization  for  the  Pcs/Ncs/Sqs                  

combined  with  the  self-consistent  dataset  that  we  are  able  to  achieve  through  CV,  that  the  relative  shifts  in  the                     

solid-state  will  be  comparable  so  long  as  there  is  no  aggregation.  Furthermore,  work  done  from  Cardona  et  al.                    

found  that  the  conversion  methods  used  for  solution  to  solid-state  energetics  can  vary  greatly  and  use  of  a                    

self-contained  data  set  is  more  consistent. 42  Errors  for  the  CV  measurements  are  determined  from  the  standard                  

deviation  of  the  mean  for  the  averaged  triplicate  solutions  per  sensitizer.  Typical  errors  in  this  work  are                   

between   ±10-50   mV   for   both   the   sensitizers   and   the   PCBM.   

  

TRMC   Measurements :   The   TRMC   technique   has   been   described   in   detail   in   previous   publications   both   in   

terms   of   the   theory   and   the   experimental   setup. 29,30    Film   photoconductivity   for   this   work   is   determined   by   the   

following:   (1)   TRMC   transients   are   collected   as   a   function   of   light   intensity   for   each   sample   in   the   series   to   

ensure   that   the   response   is   linearly   correlated.   (2)   Transients   are   fit   with   biexponential   functions   convoluted   

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?S25ucf


with   the   7   ns   cavity   response.   (3)   The   resulting   peak   value   is   normalized   by   the   fraction   of   absorbed   photons   

in   the   film.      A   Spectra-Physics   PremiScan   ULD/500   optical   parametric   oscillator   pumped   by   a   

Spectra-Physics   Quanta-Ray   Nd:YAG   laser   was   used   to   excite   the   samples   with   ca.   5   ns   pulses   in   the   peak   

absorption   for   each   sensitizer   as   shown   inset   on   the   absorption   figures   in   the    SI   Figure   1 .   TRMC   transients   

with   fits   for   each   sample   are   shown   in   the    SI   Figure   5 .   TRMC   measurement   error   is   dominated   by   the   error   

in   measuring   film   absorption   and   errors   associated   with   sample   inconsistencies.   The   error   shown   for   the   yield   

data   in    Figure   2    is   estimated   by   taking   an   average   yield   for   three   replicate   films   for   each   sensitizer,   then   

taking   the   standard   deviation   of   the   mean.   

  

Time-resolved  photoluminescence  (TRPL):   Optical  excitation  with  ~100  ps  pulses  at  700  nm  was  supplied                

by  a  NKT  supercontinuum  fiber  laser  (SuperK  EXU-6-PP)  with  2.69  MHz  repetition  rate.  A  10  nm  bandpass                   

filter  was  used  to  reduce  the  spectral  bandwidth  of  the  excitation  beam.  A  Hamamatsu  300-900  nm                  

(C10910-04)  streak  camera  was  used  to  collect  time-resolved  PL  spectra.  Instrument  response  was  captured                

by  scattering  some  excitation  light  into  the  detector  using  ground  glass  in  the  sample  position.  Transients                  

were   analyzed   at   the   wavelength   of   maximum   PL   intensity   for   each   film.   

  

Standard   Errors :   Standard   errors   reported   in   this   paper   are   from   averaged   repeated   measurements   from   each   

experiment.   In   doing   so,   we   report   the   averaged   value   and   the   standard   deviation   of   the   mean   from   the   

repeated   measurements   as   the   experimental   value   and   the   error   for   those   experiments.   If   a   quantity   is   

determined   from   multiple   experimental   values,   such   as    ∆G CT ,   then   the   error   reported   is   the   propagated   error   

from   each   experimental   value,   combined   in   quadrature.   

  

Associated   Content:   

Supporting  Information:  Absorption  and  emission  characteristics  of  all  samples  and  control  samples,              



cyclic  voltammograms  for  all  sensitizer  and  host  molecules,  microwave  conductivity  transients  for  all               

samples  and  parameters  from  the  global  fits  to  each  data  set,  femtosecond  transient-absorption               

characterization  of  every  sensitizer  molecule  including  estimated  triplet  yields  and  ISC  rate-constants,              

time-resolved  photoluminescence  characterization  of  every  sensitizer  molecule,  temperature-dependance  of           

FC  yield  and  CT  state  spectra  calculated  using  the  DRET  model,  comparison  of  the  DRET  model  with  a                    

sequential   intermediate   CT-state   model,   synthesis   and   characterization   of   the   squaraine   donors.   
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